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WaudWare Launches Long Awaited Production Module
for Produce Industry Software: PICS
Brampton, Ontario - The produce industry is excited and enthused with WaudWare’s release of
its new Production module for PICS (Produce Inventory Control System).
“This has been a long time coming”, said F. Charles Waud, president of WaudWare. “Up until
now, companies have never been able to accurately track the costs and goods they use when
assembling packaged and/or processed food … now they can!” With pin point precision, the new
Production module provides the robust features that produce companies are looking for when
addressing these profitability and performance issues:
► flexible production types for example, 'one to one', 'one to many' and/or 'many to many' work
orders, along with regular or static lot items
► accurate costing that flows from the original purchase orders right down to finished items
regardless of the number or type of work orders in between
► easy to create and manage bill of materials
► intuitive inventory tracking that specifies “being produced” “to production” and “available for
sale” along with real time updates for incoming raw materials
► down to the minute labour and overhead cost tracking
WaudWare is a software development company specializing in software for business. With a
proven track record in the produce and distribution industries, WaudWare understands the
complexities of managing inventory and fulfillment issues. They know how critical accurate and
up-to-the-minute information is.
As technology has taken great strides in recent years, award winning WaudWare has remained
committed to staying up to date with applications and methodologies. Not only is real-time data
possible … it’s available in the palm of your hand! Convenient, flexible, reliable. Technology.
WaudWare.
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